
The same Power tool, but different
prices: are we being ripped off?

Whether you are a professional or even an amateur handyman, you have surely asked yourself
many questions about the prices which are constantly increasing and which unfortunately
remain different from one brand to another, from one seller to another and even from one
country to another. Hence the need sometimes to import a product or to go and get it abroad?
How does it work? Is there a solution?

Sander Price Comparison

For a professional craftsman or an amateur handyman, it is important to have the right
equipment at hand. Nowadays, thanks to advances in technology, modern and practical
equipment is emerging. Among these modern tools is the eccentric sander. In the past, it was
necessary to use sanding sheets and a lot of effort to sand, but today, the work requires minimal
effort. This new machine allows its user to be efficient and precise. It allows a quality work in no
time.

1. Price of an Eccentric Sander by country

In France, the price of a sander in this range varies between €43 and €575. Beyond this price
range, you will find specialized sanders, with specific uses. The price of the same type of sander
in the United States ranges from $30 to $647, which is a range of €25.8 to €556. In the UK,
DIYers pay £30.89 for an entry-level eccentric sander and up to £631.2 for a professional model.
That said, this machine is priced from £36.6 to £748.7.Still comparing prices for the same
machine, it can be found in Italy with a price range of €43.09 to €304.5



2. Price of a belt sander by country

Let's move on to belt sanders. Few tools can save you this much time, or kill your project faster.
If you're new to belt sanders, you can buy one in France with a price range of €47.4 to €859..

If you're an American do-it-yourselfer, you should expect to pay €28.35 for an entry-level belt
sander and €1655.82 for a professional. Brits, on the other hand, find this accessory with a
range of €89.27 to €971.44. For Italians, the price of a belt sander is cheaper, costing between
€27 and €837.1.



3. Price of an orbital sander by country

Everyone has different needs and purchasing power. Therefore, the market offers different
ranges of orbital sanders: entry-level, mid-range and high-end.

In the entry-level category, several online suppliers offer products that can meet the needs of a
homeowner who wants to learn about DIY or only needs a sander for occasional use. It is
available€29 in France, €24.3 in the US, €29.6 in the UK and €38.7 in Italy.

Considering the requirements and specifics of his work, a professional often goes for a
mid-range or ideally high-end product. A professional quality orbital sander costs around €728 in
France, €642.6 in the US, €733.7 in the UK and €595 in Italy.



4. Price of a vibrating sander by country

Another popular model for DIYers is the vibrating sander. Its price in France ranges from €30 to
€325.5, in Italy from €29.5 to €302.55, in the UK from €35.5 to €471.4 and in the USA from €22
to €429.



5. Price of a triangular sander by country

If you want to sand a room and reach the corners, edges or reliefs that can never be reached, a
triangular sander is what you need in France, its price varies from €57 to €289,97. In the Italian
market you will find it with a range from €34,9 to €492,5.

In the other hand, €17.75 is the price of a standard version in the US, and a complete
professional model costs about €188.9. The latter is available on the UK market for only €88.9,
while a typical triangular sander costs €27.26.



6. Price of a giraffe sander by country

For very satisfactory results, the giraffe sander is an essential piece of equipment. Its shape,
dimensions and practicality allow you to sand with ease and in optimal comfort. If you are a
French do-it-yourselfer, this product is offered at an interesting price.

You won't find a big difference between the classic versions, which cost around €119, and the
top-of-the-range versions, which cost €296.55. In other countries, the range is greater.
Americans pay from €113.25 to €600.4, Italians pay from €146 to €499 and the British can buy a
standard giraffe sander for €183.2 and a professional version for €828.3.



Price comparison of drills

Often homeowners need to hang something or put things together. In both cases, to do so, you
need to drill holes. However, not all drilling tools are ideal for all types of work. It may sound
simple, but the world of drilling is vast and exciting. Let's talk a little about the most common
drilling tools, the drills.

1. Price of a cordless drill by country

We all love to play with power tools, but buying one is just the beginning of the adventure. In
fact, the price of a drill can vary depending on the brand and the type itself. Among the larger
models are cordless drills. These portable tools cost from €20.62 to €959.98 on the French
market.

For an American consumer, they can pay€13.42 for an entry-level portable drilland€598.3 for a
professional model. In Italy, on the other hand, prices are little different, ranging from €22.28 to
€1,127.2. The British have more choice, paying just €8.6 for a cordless drill for occasional use
and €1,470.43 for a high-quality one.



2. Price of a percussion sander by country

Whatever DIY jobs you have on your list, there are certain items you can't live without and a
dedicated impact drill is one of them. Essential piece of equipment, this drill can cost anywhere
from €26 to €1,017.3 on the French market, a market where DIY is booming with ⅔ of the
population doing "Do It Yourself" jobs.

In the same price range, this machine is offered on the Italian market with a price range from
€28 to €1,018.4. Moving on to the United States, where individuals pay €32.4 for a typical model
and professionals pay just €334 for a single quality version. In the UK, this piece can cost from
€30.8 to €753.1. Prices can go up in some cases and depend on the options you want.



3. Price of a drill press by country

A full-size drill press is heavy, relatively expensive and takes up valuable space in your work
area.

This machine is available in France and its price varies from €136,6 to €2 849,2, it is sold in Italy
for a price ranging from €108,7 to €806,3 and proposed on the American market from €223,3 to
€5384,6

Online retailers in the UK are offering it for £391 if it's an entry-level model and £2106.6 if you're
talking about more options and qualities.



4. Price of a pneumatic drill by country

Another example of a drill, which is similar to a jackhammer in some respects, is the pneumatic
drill. In France, this drill costs between €23.89 and €12.52.

The figures are not the same in Italy. In fact, an Italian consumer can buy it for between €37.99
and €451.46. In the United States, you can buy a portable pneumatic drill for a specific purpose
for only €12.

US professionals looking for a full-featured, higher performance version pay up to €1717.6. In
the UK, prices are a little different. The price range for such a machine is between €26.28 and
€1112.32.



Price comparison of saws

In France, a jigsaw can cost between €87.9 and €2,599.8. Depending on your budget for this
tool, you can opt for the cheapest or the most expensive. Some factors can affect the price,
such as the brand or the size.

In the US market, the price range is not the same. In fact, you can find this machine from €21.8
to €1047.5. English consumers usually pay between €55 and €771.5 for this accessory. In Italy,
the offer is different. An entry-level jigsaw costs €19.9 and a professional jigsaw costs around
€600.

1. Price of a Jigsaw by country

Circular saws can cost anywhere from €50 to €3,290.8 in France, as prices vary from brand
several additional features come into play, so you can expect to pay more.

If you are an avid American woodworker and decide to buy a circular saw, you can get it by
spending up to €3512.8. For a typical model intended for occasional use, the price is about
€34.5.



English professionals, on the other hand, can get a high-quality version for only €1,359.4 and a
standard model costs only €41.5. This time, Italians have to spend a bit more. They pay
between €57.3 and €4389.6 for a circular saw.

2. Price of a circular saw by country

Table saws can cost anywhere from €260 to over €4045. This is the price range offered to the
French consumer. Of course, there are many different models, all with different functions,
accessories, and features.

However, this does not justify the price increase. In fact, a US consumer can find a solid table
saw that works well for around €86 and a professional grade one for €3955.3. In Italy and the
UK, the prices are somewhat similar. One English buyer finds a table saw for €130.4, and
€2814.3 for a more complete version. Another Italian buyer found it for between €128.9 and
€3,426.9.



3. Price of a table saw by country

Like most DIYers, you may also need a miter saw. In France, the price ranges from €550 to
€6,682.8.

In Italy, it is sold online and can cost from €57.3 to €1,282.9. American professionals are luckier,
as a miter saw costs from €139.6 to €644.2 only. On the UK market, the price range of this
machine varies from €118.6 to € 2371.3.



4. Miter saw prices by country

Are you looking for a band saw for daily use and long life? Then you need to go for professional
products. If you are a French DIYer, expect to pay a price of €141 to €4,120. In Italy, prices are
better, ranging from €135 to €2,179.9. For this type of saw, Americans have to pay between
€254.1 and €13,690.8 and English people between €129.5 and €10,611.5.



5. Price of a band saw

Your budget and type of work will also have an impact on the style and price of your saw.
French consumers can expect to pay between €110.9 and €1,048 for a scroll saw.

This accessory is available in the US market where the price ranges from €86 to €753.4. In the
UK, it is available at €43.8 as a minimum price and €1,314.2 for a top of the range version.
Italian buyers pay between €89 and €1,450 for this type of saw.





6. Price of a scroll saw

Power Tools price differentiation : An Explanation

Why do the same tools have different prices around the world?

According to economic theory1) the price of a commodity in one country should also be the
same in other countries. For this to be possible, this theory assumes that all other factors are
held constant.

In other words, the assumptions include the absence of transaction costs, transportation costs,
legal restrictions, identical exchange rates and price manipulation by buyers or sellers

But really, not possible to follow all these assumptions. It is often found that the prices of all
goods vary around the world. No drill, saw or sander has the same price everywhere in different
markets. This is because all countries have different rules and systems.

However, the fact that countries have different policies is not the only reason why DIY tools have
different prices around the world. There are other reasons as well. Let's look at the factors that
explain why the same product is sold at different prices around the world.



1. Perceived value

Perceived value refers to consumers' evaluation of the product or service. When evaluating a
product, consumers generally look at the benefits of the product or service in question and its
ability to meet their needs and expectations, relative to other products. Perceived value is
measured by the price the public is willing to pay for a product, in our case the drill.

Many items are not always priced according to the cost of their production. The perceived value
of a product may vary from country to country. A cheap brand in one country may be considered
a reputable brand in another country.

2. Transport costs

Transportation costs refer to the costs incurred by the seller when transferring his product to
another location selling it if the selling company delivers the product itself; it often passes on the
transportation costs to the customer.

Different countries charge different prices for the transport of a given product. This will result in a
different price for the end customer. Other costs, such as workers' wages, also vary depending
on the country where the company sells the product.

3. Transaction costs

Transaction costs are the costs incurred by the seller when buying or selling a particular product
or service. These costs include payments that banks and brokers receive for helping to facilitate
commodity transactions.

Due to transaction costs, the prices of drills are also affected in different countries. If the
transaction costs are high, the price of the commodity will also increase. If the transaction costs
are low, the price of the goods will be lower.

4. Legal restrictions

Legal restrictions refer to the limitation of various activities issued by the government. Some
governments may discourage the sale of a particular product in their country, resulting in an
increase in the price of the product, due to increased demand and reduced supply2)Other forms
of restrictions include immigration restrictions, licensing restrictions, etc.

5. Market structure

Market structure refers to the way in which different industries are classified and differentiated
according to the types of goods they sell and how their operations are affected by external
factors

Market structures vary from country to country. The number of buyers and sellers varies from
one market to another. As a result, the ability of individual sellers to set prices varies.



6. Taxes and import duties

The difference in taxes and import duties between different countries is one of the main factors
that affect the prices of drills or other tools. In some countries, import duties are high, while in
others they are low. Local taxes also have a great influence on the final price to be paid by the
customer. Subsidies, sales taxes and value-added taxes also play an important role in
determining the final price to be paid by the customer.

According to the economic theory known as the law of one price3), the price of a particular
commodity should be the same when it is sold in different countries of the world However, this is
not possible due to various factors. Ultimately, the various charges imposed by the government
of a country determine the prices paid by its citizens.

If the country charges a lower tax rate and other charges, citizens have to pay less for the
product. If the costs are higher, the price is also higher. Although high price differentials are
useful for many companies and governments to make profits, in the end it is the final consumer
who has to bear the high taxes and prices for the same good sold cheaper in another country.

Price differences: the good and the bad

The upside: More sales and more profits

Not everyone is willing to pay the same. Suppliers are therefore accustomed in their local
markets segmenting the market and differentiating products to meet different levels of customer
needs and willingness to pay

Sometimes the product or service differentiation is even minimal and the product is almost
identical but the price still varies considerably, think of a drill with the same brand and version. In
other words, people are willing to pay different prices in the same market, and the right pricing
strategy to address this is to have multiple prices for the same or slightly different
product/service

If the seller offers only one price, the total addressable market is limited and so is the market
potential. If, on the other hand, it is possible to differentiate prices (within the legal constraints, of
course), the addressable market is larger and the number of customers to be reached is greater.

Now, the question is simple: if this is the best pricing strategy in a single domestic market, then
surely it is also the best pricing strategy internationally. Differentiate prices according to
willingness to pay in each market and make much more money than by applying the same price
everywhere.

Imagine that a French company wants to export to the UK: should the English price simply be
the price in euros converted into pounds sterling? It is possible, but it is likely that English
customers do not have the same willingness to pay as French customers, and so a simple



conversion would lead to a price that is too high, or perhaps too low. Both cases lead to a loss
of profit.

The downside: The pitfalls of international purchasing

In some sectors, customers are more international and certainly more powerful than
manufacturers or providers. This means that they can and will exploit international price
differences, buying in countries where products are cheaper, or simply using price differences to
get a better deal: "Look, I see here on my computer screen that my French colleague can buy
30% cheaper than what I can buy from you, Ms. Sales Manager, in our own country. So I want a
30% discount.

In the past, this was an empty threat unless the customer could move physical goods from the
low-cost country to the higher-cost country, so-called parallel trade, but now all it takes is a
global supply organization with enough bargaining power to get what it wants.

Parallel trade and the exploitation of international price differences can be countered by various
strategies and techniques:

● Product differentiation or localization: effectively selling different products in different
countries

● Local service bundle: add local services that are only provided in local markets and
disappear if re-exported

● Internal price corridors: instead of having a single world price (which is bad, compared to
the benefits of differentiation), create a corridor and let local markets raise (or lower)
prices to meet the needs of the local market, as long as they stay within the world
corridor

Is price customization justified?

Are there legitimate differences between customers that would explain why a site would want to
offer different prices to different customers? 4) In some cases, yes!

Stores may try to retain loyal customers. Cookies" stored on our PCs can tell a retailer that we
have visited a certain site more than once. The retailer may respond to our loyalty by lowering
their prices for us. After all, we buy in quantity, over time.

Ironically, stores may especially reward those who don't hunt for bargains, and therefore bring in
more money. The consistent user of discount codes may be charged higher initial prices, while
the shopper who never bothers to compare prices (buys from their favorite site despite a
competitor's sale) and never uses discount codes may receive price reductions in return.

Moreover, even when there are no differences between customers, one might think that random
price cuts, such as those Amazon says it uses, are harmless, since in theory all customers have
the same chance of benefiting from the reduced prices, when in fact only some do. Also, the



prices are not tailored to the profile of some customers, if they are offered in a really random
way. Therefore, if it is the tailoring aspect that is troubling, the random price cuts eliminate it.

Should retailers set different prices in store and online?

If Amazon (or any other online retailer) isn't stealing customers in a big way, it doesn't make
sense to lower prices online. It's better to accept the minimal loss of customers, maintain current
prices, and be grateful.

On the other hand, if an online retailer succeeds in capturing a significant number of customers,
it's time to ask whether it makes sense to price the same online as in-store. This decision refers
to the pricing dilemma faced by many brick-and-mortar retailers: If a company sets very low
prices in order to compete with its Internet rivals, it will lose money on in-store purchases due to
higher store costs (employees, high rent, etc.).

But if prices are set according to what is profitable for in-store purchases, Internet prices will not
be competitive. Applying a single price to all channels can put a market at a disadvantage.

Many sellers set different prices based on competition. Certain items selected in one store may
be influenced by the prices of identical items in other nearby retailers. As a result, it is common
for prices of certain items to vary from store to store in the same area. This makes sense, so
why not extend this philosophy to online pricing? If the online store location is more competitive,
then lower the prices there.

Retailers should view their online and in-store channels as unique services, much like gas
stations that offer self-service and full-service options. Relatively higher prices can capture the
premium that some customers place on in-store purchases. Web prices can be lower to
compete with aggressive online retailers.

Do discounted prices on the web mean that everyone will buy online? No. Many people choose
to buy in-store and pay premiums, even though they can order from Amazon.

When in-store customers ask, should stores match their online prices? With different online and
in-store prices, it is inevitable that some consumers will come into the store and ask for the web
price. It's usually best to match online prices. Think of it as extra profit and hope that these
customers will make additional purchases in store.

While price matching can be limited to 10-15% of a store's sales, it can also be considered a
sustainable type of couponing strategy. It is best for retailers to consider price matching as a
temporary measure and focus on giving customers more reasons to buy from their stores.

Smartphones make it easy for customers to find lower prices online while in a physical store:
this reality can make retail managers reluctant to set different prices online and in-store.

This reality can make retailers reluctant to set different prices online and in-store. The fear is
that consumers will be put off by the knowledge that prices differ by channel or experience.



When online sellers use different prices for different consumers

Do you shop online? If sellers are likely to know a lot about you: your purchase history, browsing
history, where you live, the operating system you use, etc. Consumers and policymakers are
concerned that online sellers may use consumers' data to find out how much they are willing to
pay and then charge different prices to different consumers, known as personalized pricing.

Should we be concerned about personalized pricing? Well, sellers have a vested interest
avoiding personalized pricing and consumers might be concerned the lack of personalized
pricing.

To see the first part, imagine that an online retailer uses consumer data to customize prices.
Consumers would then try to game the system. For example, they might create new user
accounts to see if they are getting lower prices, or go into the privacy settings and clear cookies.

Such behaviors diminish the quality of the data and prevent the seller from not only pricing
effectively, but also improving its recommendation system and search engine. To avoid this, the
seller can make a commitment not to personalize prices. This commitment encourages
consumers to provide more data, allowing the seller to display products that are directly relevant
to each consumer.

Large online retailers can particularly benefit from this strategy, as the crucial part of their
business is matching consumers to relevant products. When sellers can use data to personalize
the non-price aspects of their services and create value, they have a vested interest in not
personalizing prices.

Surprisingly, this seemingly consumer-friendly policy can actually harm consumers. For
example, let's say a seller agrees not to personalize prices and all consumers (2) except you
provide their data.

The seller can use this data to learn about the tastes of consumers and show each consumer
the products they like. Because the seller can show each product to consumers who like it a lot,
he can set a relatively high price for each product.

Since prices are not personalized, you will also have to pay these high prices whether or not
you provide data. The bottom line is that when the seller does not personalize prices, the
provision of data by some consumers may harm other consumers through high prices (this is
similar to what economists call a negative externality).

Because consumers do not take this into account, each consumer chooses to protect too little
privacy, relative to the level that maximizes common consumer welfare. This problem does not
arise in the context personalized pricing, because each consumer takes into account how the
provision of data affects the prices charged to them



Personalized pricing does not seem to be as widespread as one might expect. This could be
due to technological constraints or to companies' fear of negative consumer reaction. The
second conundrum is that, despite growing concerns, consumers seem to share their data with
online retailers casually.

Theory suggests that it may be optimal for an individual consumer to do so, as long as sellers
do not personalize prices. However, this does not mean that we should not be concerned about
privacy. Collectively, consumers may be giving up too much personal data.

To think about the future of personalized pricing, let us explain two crucial assumptions of the
above theory. The first assumption is that sellers can use data to improve more than just pricing,
such as effectively matching consumers to products. With advances in information technology
and increasing product variety, this will remain relevant in the future.

The other crucial assumption is that consumers can control their data. This is important because
the idea that sellers want to avoid personalized pricing only holds if consumers can choose to
hide their data. If sellers could freely collect data without consumer consent, then sellers would
collect as much data as possible and use it to customize prices.

Do we have control over our data? There is no simple answer to this question, and we may
think the answer is no in some contexts. However, the recent General Data Protection
Regulation at least attempts to give consumers more control over data.

But remember the punch line: If consumers have complete control over their data, sellers can
simply commit to not personalizing prices, and non-personalized pricing can make things worse
for consumers.

Conclusion

Changing lifestyles have increased the interest in and need for DIY interior design and home
repairs, resulting in the growing use of hand tools. The DIY industry is evolving to meet the
increasingly complex demands of more consumers around the world. Keeping up with how
homeowners and professionals make their purchasing decisions is a challenge. In fact, the
majority of DIY resources are online.

Consumers also shop wherever they want today, be it via an app, browsing online, via social
media, etc. Thus, product pricing needs to be carefully considered with e-commerce sites and
retailers in mind.

Should vendors continue to cut prices? Of course not! They need to employ smart pricing
strategies to ensure that sales continue to grow and to meet their customers' needs


